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On July 20th, 1969, Neil Armstrong landed gently on the lunar surface and became the first
person to set foot on another world. People around the world stopped what they were doing to
crowd around television sets and radios to witness one of the greatest achievements in human
history--a man walking on the moon. How did we get there? Why haven't we gone back?In The
Space Race: How the Cold War Put Humans on the Moon, kids ages 12 to 15 explore the race
to the moon against the chilling backdrop of the Cold War. The Space Race was the period
during and after the Cold War when America and the Soviet Union participated in a fierce
competition to see which country could beat the other into space. It was a time of bitterness,
fear, and secrecy, but it was also a moment in history when two countries directed resources
toward pushing themselves to reach goals that were once thought unattainable. Would we have
succeeded as far as we did without the competition to be first?While Neil Armstrong will be
remembered as the first person to set foot on the moon, the people and events behind this
accomplishment populate a fascinating tale of politics, science, technology, and teamwork that
resulted in what might be the greatest accomplishment of the twentieth century. In The Space
Race, middle school students explore this history of science and discover the political, social,
and economic factors that led to incredible achievements in space, including the launch of
Sputnik, the launch of Explorer I, and eventually, the landing of Apollo 11 on the moon, where
Neil Armstrong took those famous first steps. Middle school students will meet some of the tens
of thousands of engineers and scientists that worked for years to create the technology needed
to send humans to the moon and return them safely to Earth.By showing space events against
the backdrop of the turmoil back on Earth, readers understand that scientific achievement
doesn't happen in a vacuum, even when it happens in space! A wealth of links to primary
sources makes this an interactive learning experience while science-minded STEAM activities
link the historical and scientific material. Throughout the fun facts, cool photos, and investigative
projects, kids are encouraged to explore creative and critical thinking and problem-solving
strategies.
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speech announcing U.S. plans to land on the moon.February 20, 1962John Glenn becomes the
first American to orbit the earth.October 16, 1962The Cuban missile crisis begins.June 16,
1963Soviet Valentina Tereshkova becomes the first woman in space.August 5, 1963The United
States and the Soviet Union sign the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.November 22,
1963President John F. Kennedy is assassinated.October 12, 1964The USSR launches the first
multi-person crew aboard Voskhod 1.February 9, 1965The first U.S. combat troops are sent to
Vietnam.March 18, 1965Soviet Alexey Leonov performs the first spacewalk.March 23, 1965The
United States sends its first manned Gemini flight.June 3, 1965Ed White performs the first
American spacewalk.January 14, 1966Sergei Korolev, the chief designer of the Soviet Union’s
space program, dies.February 3, 1966The USSR’s Luna 9 makes the first soft landing on the
moon.March 16, 1966America’s Gemini 8 makes the first docking in space.June 2,
1966America’s Surveyor 1 launches for a journey that includes a soft landing on the
moon.January 27, 1967Astronauts Gus Grissom, Ed White, and Roger Chaffee are killed in the
launchpad fire of Apollo 1.April 24, 1967Cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov dies during the first
manned launch of Soyuz.July 1, 1968The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is
signed by the United States and the Soviet Union.December 21, 1968The crew of Apollo 8
become the first people to orbit the moon.July 20, 1969Americans Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin become the first people to walk on the moon.
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Introduction The Race to the MoonWhat is the Space Race? The Space Race was the
competition between the United States and the Soviet Union to explore space using manned
and unmanned spacecraft. Superiority in space would demonstrate the superiority of the winner
back on Earth. Neil Armstrong’s first steps on the lunar surface in 1969 captivated the world like
no other event in human history. People everywhere stopped what they were doing to watch and
listen as someone set foot on another celestial object for the very first time. It was an incredible
achievement, one that would be repeated five more times.Many people think of the first moon
landing as the result of human drive, intelligence, and daring—which is certainly true. But what
were the real reasons behind the decision to go to the moon? What did it take to get there? And
why haven’t we been back?EARLY ROCKETSToday’s rockets are incredible feats of
engineering. They are capable of generating enough power to fling space probes to the edges of
the solar system and send car-sized robots to Mars.The earliest and simplest rockets, fireworks,



are still familiar to us. Around 100 CE, the Chinese began experimenting with a simple type of
explosive powder, similar to gunpowder.Eventually, gunpowder-filled bamboo tubes were
attached to arrows, which helped keep them pointed in the right direction. This was the first
example of a solid-fuel rocket. They were even used in war. In 1232, devices called fire-arrows
were used by the Chinese in battle against the Mongols.Most of the rockets at the time, however,
were used either in firework displays or in battles to scare and frighten the enemy. It wasn’t until
the twentieth century that rockets grew beyond their primitive beginnings.The Legend of Wan
HuAccording to legend, a Chinese official named Wan Hu attached dozens of rockets to the
back of a chair. Once lit, there was an incredible sound, and when the clouds of smoke
eventually cleared, Wan Hu was nowhere to be found. Hundreds of years later, the rocket chair
would make a return as a testing device! Check out this video.Wan Hu rocket chair videoBLAST
FACTEarly fireworks in China used saltpeter, sulfur, and charcoal dust to give them a bang!
Occasionally, instead of exploding, they rocketed away.DREAMING OF SPACEFLIGHTIn the
1865 science fiction classic by Jules Verne (1828–1905), From Earth to the Moon, three
adventurers are fired from a giant gun to explore the moon. Although the story was fictional, it
inspired many people to explore ways of making it a reality.In 1903, Russian school teacher and
scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857–1935) published Exploration of Cosmic Space by Means
of Reaction Devices. Tsiolkovsky described how rockets could be used to leave the earth and
circle it, just as the moon does. He used physics and mathematics to determine the speed a ship
would need to escape the earth’s gravitational pull, about 25,000 miles per hour.Multi-stage
rockets, airlocks to safely move between a spacecraft and the vacuum of space, and even whole
cities above the earth were described in the book. Tsiolkovsky was a visionary, and his concepts
would one day make their way to the moon.Vocab LabThere is a lot of new vocabulary in this
book! Turn to the glossary in the back when you come to a word you don’t understand. Practice
your new vocabulary in the VOCAB LAB activities in each chapter.In 1923, the Romanian-born
Hermann Oberth (1894–1989) published The Rocket into Planetary Space, which outlined how
a rocket could escape Earth’s atmosphere and orbit the planet. Oberth realized that to do so, a
new, more powerful type of rocket engine was needed.In 1926, the American physicist Robert
Goddard (1882–1945) changed rocketry forever. Goddard, inspired by the stories of Jules
Verne, H.G. Wells, and other science fiction writers, was the first to develop a liquid-fueled rocket
engine. This was a much more powerful way to propel a rocket through the atmosphere. With the
liquid-fueled rocket engine, Goddard was able to achieve unprecedented heights with his simple
rockets.Despite his success, rocketry remained a hobby to most people. It wasn’t until World
War II that this type of power was recognized for its effectiveness in battle.Robert Goddard is on
the far left in this 1940 photograph.credit: National Geographic SocietyTHE ROCKET IN
WARNear the end of World War II, Europe was terrorized by a new German weapon—the V-2.
Standing nearly 50 feet tall and carrying about 1 ton of explosives, the German V-2 rockets were
unlike anything used in war before.Launched from German-occupied Holland, these “vengeance
weapons” could reach London in just five minutes. There was no way to shoot them down. An



early autopilot system onboard helped steer the missile to its target without any help from
controllers on the ground.Capable of flying 50 miles high and traveling more than 500 miles, the
liquid-fueled rocket crashed to Earth at nearly twice the speed of sound. There was little anyone
could do to avoid its impact.At the time, it was one of the most advanced and terrifying machines
ever built.The chief engineer behind the German rockets was Wernher von Braun (1912–1977),
a life-long champion of space flight and exploration and a pupil of Hermann Oberth. Also
inspired by the science fiction classics of H.G. Wells and Jules Verne, von Braun joined the
German army during World War II to build what would become the V-2.In 1945, as the war
began to draw to an end, von Braun realized that Germany was going to lose the war. He
decided it made more sense for him to surrender to the Americans than to the Soviet army. Most
of his staff agreed with him. Whatever country gained von Braun and his associates gained all of
their knowledge as well.Deadly WeaponryMore than 1,300 V-2s were used by Germany against
England at the end of the war, killing several thousand people. However, the biggest toll of lives
was in the construction of the rockets themselves. By some estimates, more than 20,000 slave
laborers died building the weapons in a secret factory called Mittelwerk.BLAST FACTDuring the
War of 1812, British troops used early rockets to attack Fort McHenry, prompting Francis Scott
Key to write the lyrics “the rockets’ red glare,” which later became part of “The Star-Spangled
Banner.”Primary SourcesPrimary sources come from people who were eyewitnesses to events.
They might write about the event, take pictures, post short messages to social media or blogs, or
record the event for radio or video. The photographs in this book are primary sources, taken at
the time of the events. Paintings of events are usually not primary sources, since they are often
painted long after the events took place. What other primary sources can you find? Why are
primary sources important? Do you learn differently from primary sources than from secondary
sources, which come from people who did not directly experience the event?OPERATION
PAPERCLIPBoth the United States and the Soviet Union were eager to learn about the German
rockets. It was the United States that won the first stage of the Space Race with Wernher von
Braun’s surrender.The Americans brought the German rocket scientists and almost all of their
technology back to the United States under a program called Operation Paperclip. In the United
States after the war, the German scientists continued their experiments with larger and more
powerful rockets.With the Soviet Union losing out on the advanced German technology, many
Western countries assumed the Soviets didn’t have the ability to build their own rockets—but
they were wrong.THE LAUNCH OF SPUTNIKOn October 4, 1957, history was changed forever.
Sputnik, a tiny artificial satellite measuring only 22 inches across, was placed into orbit by the
Soviet Union. The world, and especially the United States, was shocked. Suddenly, the Soviets
were capable of lifting something into space. More ominously, they had a rocket that could
deliver a nuclear bomb anywhere on Earth.And with that, the Space Race began.A replica of
Sputnik, the first artificial satellite to be put into outer spacecredit: NSSDC, NASAIn The Space
Race: How the Cold War Put Humans on the Moon, you’ll explore the history behind the Space
Race and discover how the Cold War drove one of the greatest achievements of the twentieth



century. You’ll examine the people, places, and events that shaped the world during the drive to
be the first nation to plant a flag on the moon, then see how the Space Race in turn affected
events back on Earth.You can listen to the sound Sputnik sent back to Earth at the NASA
website.Listen to SputnikKEY QUESTIONS•How might the Space Race have been different if
German engineers had surrendered to the Russians instead of the Americans?•How does
science fiction inform real scientific progress? Can one exist without the other? Inquire &
InvestigateFIRST-PERSON ACCOUNTThe Cold War and Space Race were very important
events in history. People around the world lived through the struggle between the United States
and the Soviet Union, and millions tuned in to witness humanity’s first steps on a different world.
Do you know someone who lived through these events? VOCAB LAB Write down what you think
each word means. What root words can you find to help you? What does the context of the word
tell you?Cold War, engineering, lunar, orbit, satellite, science fiction, Space Race, and
technology.Compare your definitions with those of your friends or classmates. Did you all come
up with the same meanings? Turn to the text and glossary if you need help.•Interview a family
member or friend who experienced the Cold War and Space Race up close. Questions to
consider include the following.•How was living through the Cold War different from today?•Did it
affect their everyday life?•Were they ever afraid during the Cold War? Why or why not?•Did they
watch the moon landing? How did they and their friends and family react?•How did it feel to
watch such an important moment in human history? Did they know how special it was at the
time?To investigate more, present their story however you think best represents their experience.
You could write an essay, create a presentation, film a documentary—it’s up to you!
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Navman, “as described. arrived in a time manner and in good condition”

EDZPAC, “Interesting details about the space race. Very informative - used it for a 5th grade
presentation by a student.”

LG, “50 years ago. I loved this book! Happy 50th to the moon and back!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good book. This was a gift for my son.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting history and politics. This book was a labor of love for it's author,
and he started writing it in Arizona and finished writing it in a hostel in Mongolia. This book will
teach kids about some of the political and historical events fueling the space race and will do so
in a very easy-to-read manner.”

The book by Matthew Brenden Wood has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided
feedback.
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